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Introduction

Ever since its introduction by Herlihy and Moss [13], Transactional Memory (TM) has promised
to be an extremely useful tool, with the power to fundamentally change concurrent programming.
It is therefore not surprising that the recently introduced Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM)
implementations [1, 17, 18] have been eagerly anticipated and scrutinized by the community.
Early experience with programming HTM, e.g. [2, 7, 8], paints an interesting picture: if used
carefully, HTM can be an extremely useful construct, and can significantly speed up and simplify
concurrent implementations. At the same time, this powerful tool is not without its limitations:
since they are usually implemented on top of the cache coherence mechanism, hardware transactions have inherent capacity constraints on the number of distinct memory locations that can be
accessed inside a single transaction. Moreover, all current proposals are best-effort, as they may
abort under imprecisely specified conditions. In brief, the programmer should not solely rely on
HTMs.
Several Hybrid Transactional Memory (HyTM) schemes [4, 6, 14, 15] have been proposed to
complement the fast, but best-effort nature of HTM with a slow, reliable software transactional
memory (STM) backup. These proposals have explored a wide range of trade-offs between the
overhead on hardware transactions, concurrent execution of hardware and software, and the provided progress guarantees.
Early proposals for HyTM implementations [6, 14] shared some interesting features. First,
transactions that do not conflict are expected to run concurrently, regardless of their types (software or hardware). This property is referred to as progressiveness [10] and is believed to allow
for increased parallelism. Second, in addition to exchanging the values of transactional objects,
hardware transactions usually employ code instrumentation techniques. Intuitively, instrumentation is used by hardware transactions to detect concurrency scenarios and abort in the case
of contention. The number of instrumentation steps performed by these implementations within
a hardware transaction is usually proportional to the size of the transaction’s data set. Recent
work by Riegel et al. [19] surveyed the various HyTM algorithms to date, focusing on techniques
to reduce instrumentation overheads in the frequently executed hardware fast-path. However, it
is not clear whether there are fundamental limitations when building a HyTM with non-trivial
concurrency between hardware and software transactions.
In particular, what are the inherent instrumentation costs of building a HyTM, and what are
the trade-offs between these costs and the provided concurrency, i.e., the ability of the HyTM
system to run software and hardware transactions in parallel?
To address these questions, we propose the first model for hybrid TM systems which formally
captures the notion of cached accesses provided by hardware transactions, and precisely defines
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instrumentation costs in a quantifiable way.
We model a hardware transaction as a series of memory accesses that operate on locally cached
copies of the variables, followed by a cache-commit operation. In case a concurrent transaction
performs a (read-write or write-write) conflicting access to a cached object, the cached copy is
invalidated and the hardware transaction aborts.
Our model for instrumentation is motivated by recent experimental evidence which suggests
that the overhead on hardware transactions imposed by code which detects concurrent software
transactions is a significant performance bottleneck [16]. In particular, we say that a HyTM implementation imposes a logical partitioning of shared memory into data and metadata locations.
Intuitively, metadata is used by transactions to exchange information about contention and conflicts while data locations only store the values read and updated within transactions. We quantify
instrumentation cost by measuring the number of accesses to metadata objects which transactions
perform.
Once this general model is in place, we investigate lower bounds on the cost of implementing
a HyTM. We prove two main results. First, we show that some instrumentation is necessary in a
HyTM implementation even if we only intend to provide sequential progress, where a transaction
is only guaranteed to commit if it runs in the absence of concurrency. Second, we prove that any
progressive HyTM implementation that maintains invisible reads by hardware transactions has
executions in which an arbitrarily long read-only hardware transaction running in the absence of
concurrency must access a number of distinct metadata objects proportional to the size of its data
set. We show that the lower bound is tight by presenting a matching HyTM algorithm which
additionally allows for uninstrumented writes.
The high instrumentation costs of early HyTM designs, which we show to be inherent, stimulated more recent HyTM schemes [4,15,16,19] to sacrifice progressiveness for constant instrumentation cost (i.e., not depending on the size of the transaction). In the past two years, Dalessandro
et al. [4] and Riegel et al. [19] have proposed HyTMs based on the efficient NOrec STM [5]. These
HyTMs schemes do not guarantee any parallelism among transactions; only sequential progress
is ensured. Despite this, they are among the best-performing HyTMs to date due to the limited
instrumentation in the hardware fast-path.
Starting from this observation, we provide a more precise upper bound for low-instrumentation
HyTMs by presenting a HyTM algorithm with invisible reads and uninstrumented hardware writes
which guarantees that a hardware transaction accesses at most one metadata object in the course of
its execution. However, transactions are guaranteed to commit only if they do not run concurrently
with an updating software transaction (or exceed capacity). Therefore, the cost of avoiding the
linear lower bound for progressive implementations is that hardware transactions may be aborted
by non-conflicting software transactions.
In sum, this work captures for the first time an inherent trade-off between the degree of
concurrency a HyTM implementation provides between hardware and software transactions and
the amount of instrumentation overhead the implementation must incur.
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Hybrid transactional memory model

Our baseline model for transactional memory systems is the standard software TM model [11]. In
particular, we assume the transactions export an interface to perform transactional operations (toperations) read and write and transactional objects (t-objects). Process execute these operations
by applying primitives (described below) to shared base objects. In this section, we describe
the operation of a Hybrid Transactional Memory (HyTM) implementation, in which conventional
memory accesses are combined with hardware transactions modelled as cached accesses.
Direct accesses and cached accesses. We assume that every base object can be accessed
with two kinds of primitives, direct and cached, each instantiating a generic read-modify-write
(rmw) primitive [9, 12]. A rmw primitive hg, hi applied to a base object atomically updates the
value of the object with a new value, which is a function g(v) of the old value v, and returns a
2

response h(v). A rmw primitive is trivial if it never affects the value of a base object, otherwise
it is nontrivial.
In a direct access, the rmw primitive operates on the memory state: the direct-access event
atomically reads the value of the object in the shared memory and, if necessary, modifies it.
In a cached access performed by a process i, the rmw primitive operates on the cached state
recorded in process i’s tracking set τi (initially empty). One can think of τi as the L1 cache of
process i. A series of cached rmw primitives performed on τi followed by a cache-commit primitive
models a hardware transaction.
More precisely, τi is a set of triples (b, v, m) where b is a base object identifier, v is a value,
and m ∈ {shared , exclusive} is an access mode. The triple (b, v, m) is added to the tracking set
when i performs a cached rmw access of b, where m is set to exclusive if the access is nontrivial,
and to shared otherwise. We assume that there exists some constant TS (representing the size of
the L1 cache) such that the condition |τi | ≤ TS must always hold; this condition will be enforced
by our model. A base object b is present in τi with mode m if ∃v, (b, v, m) ∈ τi .
A trivial (resp. nontrivial ) cached primitive hg, hi applied to b by process i first checks the
condition |τi | = TS and if so, it sets τi = ∅ and immediately returns ⊥ (we call this event a capacity
abort). Otherwise, the process checks whether b is present in exclusive (resp. any) mode in τj for
any j 6= i. If so, τi is set to ∅ and the primitive returns ⊥. Otherwise, the triple (b, v, shared )
(resp. (b, g(v), exclusive)) is added to τi , where v is the most recent cached value of b in τi (in case
b was previously accessed by i within the current hardware transaction) or the value of b in the
current memory configuration, and finally h(v) is returned.
A tracking set can be invalidated by a concurrent process as follows. If, in a configuration C
where (b, v, exclusive) ∈ τi (resp. (b, v, shared ) ∈ τi ), a process j 6= i applies any primitive (resp.
any nontrivial primitive) to b, then τi becomes invalid and each subsequent cached primitive
invoked by i returns ⊥. We refer to this event as a tracking set abort.
Finally, the cache-commit primitive issued by process i with a valid τi does the following: for
each base object b such that (b, v, exclusive) ∈ τi , the value of b in C is updated to v. Finally, τi
is set to ∅ and the operation returns commit.
Slow-path and fast-path transactions. In the following, we partition HyTM transactions into
fast-path transactions and slow-path transactions. Practically, two separate algorithms (fast-path
one and slow-path one) are provided for each t-operation.
A fast-path transaction essentially encapsulates a hardware transaction. An event of a fastpath transaction is either an invocation or response of a t-operation, a cached primitive on a base
object, or a cache-commit: t-read and t-write are only allowed to contain cached primitives, and
tryC consists of invoking cache-commit. Furthermore, we assume that a fast-path transaction Tk
returns Ak as soon an underlying cached primitive or cache-commit returns ⊥.
A slow-path transaction models a regular software transaction. An event of a slow-path transaction is either an invocation or response of a t-operation, or a rmw primitive on a base object.
We provide two key observations on this model regarding the interactions of non-committed
fast path transactions with other transactions. Let E be any execution of a HyTM implementation
M in which a fast-path transaction Tk is either pending or aborted. Then the sequence of events
E 0 derived by removing all events of E|k from E is an execution M. Moreover:
Observation 1. To every slow-path transaction Tm ∈ txns(E), E is indistinguishable to Tm from
E0.
Observation 2. If a fast-path transaction Tm ∈ txns(E) \ {Tk } does not incur a tracking set abort
in E, then E is indistinguishable to Tm from E 0 .
Intuitively, these observations say that fast-path transactions which are not yet committed are
invisible to slow-path transactions, and can communicate with other fast-path transactions only
via tracking sets.
Instrumentation. We now define code instrumentation in fast-path transactions. We first require
a technical definition, which we give informally here. The precise definition is available in the full
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version of this paper [3]. An execution E of a HyTM M appears sequential to a transaction
Tk which participates in E if there exists an execution E 0 of M such that there are no pending
transactions in E 0 and the execution in which Tk runs alone after E 0 is indistinguishable to Tk
from E.
Given a HyTM implementation M operating on a set of t-objects X , we partition the set
of base objects accessed by M into a set D of data objects and a set M of metadata objects,
where S
D ∩ M = ∅. We further partition D into sets DX associated with each t-object X ∈ X :
D =
DX , for all X 6= Y in X , DX ∩ DY = ∅, and the following properties hold in every
X∈X

execution E of M:
1. Every transaction Tk ∈ txns(E) only accesses base objects in M ∪

S

DX .

X∈DSet(Tk )
E, let E 0 be

2. For any execution E and any transaction Tk which participates in
the execution
given by E followed by a single step of Tk . If that step of Tk applied a primitive to a base
object in D and E appears sequential to Tk , then E 0 also appears sequential to Tk .
Intuitively, the second condition means that base objects in D may only contain the “values” of
t-objects, so they cannot be used to detect concurrent transactions.
We now define a HyTM to be uninstrumented if transactions cannot access metadata (i.e. base
objects in M) in any execution.
Definition 1. A HyTM implementation M provides uninstrumented writes (resp. reads) if in
every execution E of M, for every write-only (resp. read-only) transaction Tk , all primitives
performed by Tk in E are performed on base objects in D.
We make the following observation about uninstrumented transactions:
Observation 3. Consider any execution E of a HyTM implementation M which provides uninstrumented reads (resp. writes). For any fast-path read-only (resp. write-only) transaction Tk that
runs alone after E, the execution E appears sequential to Tk .
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On the cost of instrumentation and concurrency

The following theorems can be proven using the model presented in the previous section. The
proofs are available in the full version of this paper [3].
Sequential progress. Informally, a HyTM implementation M guarantees sequential TMprogress for fast-path transactions (and resp. slow-path) if every fast-path transaction (and resp.
slow-path) which runs solo from a quiescent configuration commits. The following results concern
the instrumentation costs of such implementations.
Theorem 1. There does not exist a strictly serializable HyTM implementation that provides
uninstrumented reads and uninstrumented writes, and ensures sequential TM-progress.
Theorem 2. There exists an opaque HyTM implementation M that provides uninstrumented
writes and sequential TM-progress for fast-path transactions such that in every execution E of M,
every fast-path transaction accesses at most one metadata base object.
Progressiveness. Informally, a HyTM implementation M guarantees progressiveness if every
transaction which does not conflict on a t-object with any concurrent transaction commits. The
following theorems show that there is a significant inherent instrumenation cost on progressive
implementations.
Theorem 3. Let M be any progressive, opaque HyTM implementation that provides invisible fastpath reads. For every m ∈ N, there exists an execution in which a fast-path read-only transaction
Tk satisfies either (1) |Dset(Tk )| ≤ m and Tk incurs a capacity abort or (2) |Dset(Tk )| = m and
Tk accesses Ω(m) distinct metadata base objects.
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Theorem 4. There exists an opaque HyTM implementation M that provides uninstrumented
writes, invisible reads and progressiveness such that in every execution E of M, every read-only
fast-path transaction T ∈ txns(E) accesses O(|Rset(T )|) distinct metadata base objects.
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